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ABSTRACT  

India is undergoing a massive development in al spheres be it real estate, 

transport, power, industry, education, agriculture, urban and rural lifestyle 

etc. everything needs energy and power. At present India has installed 

capacity of power generation from all the resources of about 1.59 GW 

with a declared shortage of about 13.3% in peak load supply. Further 

there are regular power cuts in the most of the cities and a very erratic, 

low quality and inadequate power supply in rural areas. The capacity 

addition every year taking place is not commensurate with the ever 

increasing demand in the country. Hence, three is utmost need to harness 

power from all resources. Further due to environment concerns, spiraling 

fuel prices, fuel security concerns and support for green power, it has 

become imperative to look forward for renewable energy i.e. from wind, 

biomass, small hydro and solar energy etc. as a source for energy 

independence. 

Keywords:  Peak Load, Green Power, Energy Independence etc.  

I.INTRODUCTION 

Energy plays a vital role in the economic growth of developing country 

like India. Due to rapid depletion of fossil fuels, alternative renewable 

energy sources should be developed and implemented in order to cope 

with such humungous energy requirements. Solar energy seems to be one 

of the most promising alternative energy resources. Solar radiation 

consists of both light and heat energy. This article focuses on harnessing 

heat energy from solar radiation to generate electricity. The technology 

used for this purpose is known as concentrated solar thermal power 

(CST).  

Solar thermal technology :Solar thermal energy systems use the sun to 

supply heat, such as for solar water heating, and in higher temperature 

systems that produce sufficient energy to drive machines for power 

generation. The latter is the subject of this study. There are a number of 

solar thermal technologies that are considered for power generation. 

These are: 

 Lower temperature applications such as solar ponds and solar 

chimneys; and 

 Concentrating solar thermal power(CST) 

Lower temperature solar thermal systems 

Solar ponds 

a solar pond is a reservoir of salty water that stores solar heat and uses this 

heat for power generation or other applications. Solar ponds up to 5 MW 

(e) have been developed and operated in Israel, but are not currently 

developed for large scale commercial power generation. 
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Solar chimney 

In a solar chimney, an upward flow of air is induced by heating the air at 

the base of a tall chimney. The airflow up the chimney drives a turbine 

which generates electricity. Following an initial 51 kW prototype with a 

200 m chimney in Spain, a larger 250 MW plant with a 1,000 m chimney 

was proposal has not proceeded and this technology is not proven for 

commercial operation. 

II. CONCENTRATINGSOLAR THERMAL (CST) POWER 

SYSTEMS 

Basic working principle 

CSTuses various mirror configurations to focus the sun’s radiation on to a 

receiver the receiver absorbs thermal energy, comprising mainly infrared 

rays in variable wavelengths, from the focused radiation. This energy or 

heat is used to drive a series of steam turbines connected to generators, 

thus producing electricity. Figure 1 depicts the various methods that can 

be used for focusing the sun’s radiation on to a receiver.  

Technologies used: There are four basic technologies which are currently 

in use: 

 Parabolic trough 

 Dish stirling 

 Central receiver plants  

 Fresnel’s reflector  

Different technologies produce different peak temperatures and have 

different efficiencies, due to  differences in the way they track the sun and 

focus the solar radiation. 

CST systems concentrate and collect solar energy. The concentrated solar 

energy generates high temperature heat for use in an otherwise 

conventional thermal electricity generation plant. There are three main 

components of a CST generating plant: 

 The solar concentrator which is a reflection or diffraction system 

that collects and concentrates the energy from the sun; 

 The solar energy receiver  that absorbs the concentrated solar 

energy and converts it to useable heat to run the generation plant, 

and  

 Electricity generating plant that uses the heat collected from the 

sun to produce electricity. 

CST systems that are under development are those based on a central 

receiver, parabolic trough, paraboidal dish and Fresnel systems. 

Advantage of solar thermal systems is that during times of prolonged lack 

of solar energy input, an alternative heat source can be used to provide 

reliability of electrical output. 

1. Parabolic trough-- In a parabolic trough system, the solar field 

consists of parallel rows of large reflective parabolic trough that 

focus solar energy onto a central receiver tube where it is 

absorbed.The troughs rotate on one axis to follow the sun 

throughout the day. A working fluid, usually oil, is circulated 

through are receiver and heated to temperatures of around 400 C 

(typically).the absorbed heat is used togenerate steam for use in a 

conventional steam turbine generator. Some other trough 

developments generate steam directly. Or the main solar thermal 

technologies, troughs have by far the most commercial experience 

and now appear to be favored by commercial developers. 

Notwithstanding, research and development continues to play a 

role. Improvements in mirror curvature and alignment,more 
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sophisticated sun tracking additional mirrors behind the receiver to 

collect scattered light, updated cleaning techniques and loss 

minimization will all improve newer plants. Researchers expect this 

second generation of troughs will drive the cost down further. 

World’s largest capacity parabolic trough based power plant is of 

354 MW at Mojave Desert, California. 

 

Figure 1 : Parabolic Trou 

2. Solar towers (central receiver plants) -In recent years, tower 

systems have been attracting significant research and development 

investment, and this type of solar thermal technology continues to 

develop. With a receiver located in a central tower where the solar 

radiation can be concentrated up to 600 times,these systems can 

achieve temperature of around 1,000 C, or about 2.5 times that of 

troughs. These higher temperatures have the potential to lead to 

significant improvements in energy conversion efficiency. The three 

main components of a power tower system are heliostats 

(reflectors), receiver (s) and the tower(s). 

A heliostat is a device that tracks the movement of the sun – in this 

case it is a highly reflective mirror. The receiver absorbs the 

radiation and transfers it to a working fluid. The hot fluid is used to 

generate steam for use in a steam turbine, but can also be used as a 

thermal storage medium to allow a more controlled release of the 

captured energy. The tower must be positioned at an appropriate 

height to ensure minimal blocking and shading of heliostats 

occurs.Tower technology has been seen to have higher costs, but the 

associated higher temperatures have produced higher efficiency 

generation. Maximum capacity of power plant in operation at 

present using this technology is 20 MW in the world. 

 

Figure 2 : Central Receiver Plant 
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3. Fresnel reflector -It uses a reflector made of several slices of mirrors 

positioned in a small curvature shape which approximates a parabola. 

These Fresnel reflectors offer direct steam generation and thus omit 

intermediate heat transfer fluid. These systems have lower investment 

costs and also lower optical performance as compared to parabolic 

trough collectors and paraboidal dish. 

 

Figure 3 : Fresnel’s Reflector 

4. Paraboidal solar dish stirling -The parabolic shaped dish tracks 

the sun, through a two axis movement, continuously to gather the 

solar energy and point focuses the same onto a thermal receiver 

(mounted at the focal point ) to heat up the fluid. Heat from the 

thermal receiver is used to produce electricity through a stirling 

engine. 

 

 

Figure 4 : Dish Stiring  

The potential benefits of dish technology include the promise of lower 

capital higher energy conversion efficiencies. The combination of both is 

expected to lead to lower dispatched electricity cost. The high temperature 

performance of dishes makes them suitable for chemical engineering 

applications and the possibility of energy systems based chemical reaction 

engineering. 
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COMPARISON OF SOLAR THERMAL TECHNOLOGY 

OPTIONS: 

Parametes Parabolic 

Through 

Solar 

Power 

Tower 

Fresnel 

Refractor 

Paraboidal 

Solar Dish 

with Stirling 

Engine 

     

Solar 

radiation 

required 

Annual average direct normal irradiance (DNI)> 

1800kWh/m²/year 

Typical land 

requirement 

(Acres/MW) 

7 6 8 7 

Preferred 

shape of land 

Rectangle Rectangle  Rectangle Any shape 

 

Process water 

requirement 

Typically 4m³/MWhr. Nil 

Maximum 

temp. of 

working fluid 

400˚C 560⁰C 400⁰C 800⁰C 

Efficiency  14% 22% 13% 22-24% 

Typical CUF 22-25% 

Plant cost High  Moderate Moderate Very high 

Table 1: Shows Comparison of Solar Thermal Technology  

Recent studies, by sergeant and Lundy, identify trough technology as 

technically proven, and there is significant potential to drive down current 

costs with further technology development. This is the basis for 

predictions of lower costs for solar thermal power in the future. 

IV.EFFICIENCY OF A PARABOLIC TROUGH 

The efficiency and cost of the parabolic trough is influenced by influenced 

by structural stiffness, choice     of materials. Assembly tolerances, mirror 

cleanliness, and wear. Thus, high efficiency can be obtained by proper 

designing and maintenance. Current performance estimate of the solar 

trough optical field efficiency is 54.2 percent. 

V.BENEFITS OF CST 

CST has numerous advantages as it has zero fuel costs, gives predictable 

24*7 powers, is environmental friendly as it is pollution free, and has no 

global warming effects. It can be installed in deserts or other remote areas 

where the land is otherwise wasted, and thus can power neighboring 

towns and villages. 

VI.ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 

Apart from the high costs involved in the implementation of a plant, the 

other limiting factors include large water requirements for cooling 

purposes, location and size limitations, long gestation periods, etc. in 

order to be profitable, the plant should be operational for at least 25 years. 

Future technologies, therefore, have high probability of making CST 

obsolete. The plant may also pose ecological and cultural issues. 

VII.CONCLUSION 

Solar power can play a significant role in creating a secure and diversified 

energy future. This technology is becoming commercially viable and is 

quickly expanding around the world. Currently, India has only 52.5 MW 

of CST in operation (of which, 50MW is contributed by the Godavari 

solar thermal plant, located in northwest Rajasthan). However, there are 

seven projects of 470 MW aggregate capacity scheduled under the first 
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phase of the Jawaharlal Nehru national solar mission (JNNSM). Private 

firms in India are planning to build a 250 MW solar thermal plant (largest 

in Asia) in dhursur, Rajasthan, within the next few years. Within the next 

decade, solar thermal power plants will provide a significant contribution 

towards an efficient, economical, and environmentally benign energy 

supply in India. It is estimated that it could account for up to 25 percent of 

the world’s energy needs by 2050. 
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